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SPRING/SUMMER 2023
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S P R I NG / SU M M E R  2 0 2 3
For Spring & Summer 2023, we focused on styles that “delight”. Our new 
collection evokes optimism, renewal, and love with the help of beautiful 
enamel, gemstones and charms. We focused on styles that are perfect for 
nailing your gift giving game and can be worn daily to elevate any look.

We made super fun enamel hoops in saturated “of the moment” colors
like vivid fuchsia, gorgeous green, dreamy lilac, and calming turquoise. 
These hoops look adorable displayed in the glass bottles.

Our new semi-precious gemstone necklaces feature the metaphysical
properties and traits with a cheeky twist in our signature glass bottles.
These necklaces make great conversation starters and unique,
personalized gifts.

We updated a few classics that everyone will want. Including the new
bezel crystal charm rope chain necklace and the classic huggie hoops
with a dainty little crystal charm plus more classic, minimalist styles.

We are throwing it back to the 70s with flower power styles with crystal 
details, butterfly studs and of course more hearts!

One of our favorite additions to the collection is our “Letter Earring 
Charms”. Your customers can add their initials to any 12mm size huggie 
hoop while in your shop. We understand the importance of creating a
retail experience that “entertains” and we think adding this personalized 
option for in-store shopping creates a fun and unique shopping experience.

We hope you enjoy our new collection as much as we enjoyed designing it.
-Kris and Kim Nations
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JANUARY 15-30 DELIVERY
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HEART CRYSTAL OUTLINE STUD 
EARRINGS

Heart outline stud earrings in a pave setting with cubic zir-
conia crystals. Studs measure 7mm wide. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E770-G $19 MSRP $48
Silver: E770-S $19 MSRP $48

HEART CRYSTAL OUTLINE CHARM 
NECKLACE

Heart outline charm in a pave setting with cubic zirconia 
crystals. Charm measures 12mm daimeter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Gold-filled or sterling 
silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N927-G $27 MSRP $68
Silver: N927-S $23 MSRP $58
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HEART OUTLINE STUD EARRINGS

Heart outline stud earrings measure 7mm wide. Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: E788-G $17 MSRP $43
SIlver: E788-S $17 MSRP $43

CHUBBY HOOP EARRINGS

Chubby lightweight tube hoop earrings. Hoops measure 
18mm diameter. Available in gold filled or sterling silver with a 
snap bar closure. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E791-G $21 MSRP $52
SIlver: E791-S $18 MSRP $45

CIRCLE OUTLINE STUD EARRINGS

Circle outline stud earrings measure 7mm wide. Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: E787-G $17 MSRP $43
SIlver: E787-S $17 MSRP $43
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CIRCLE CRYSTAL OUTLINE STUD 
EARRINGS

Circle outline stud earrings in a pave setting with cubic zir-
conia crystals. Studs measure 7mm wide. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E771-G $19 MSRP $48
SIlver: E771-S $19 MSRP $48

CIRCLE CRYSTAL OUTLINE CHARM 
NECKLACE

Circle charm in a pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals. 
Charm measures 9mm diameter. Gold-filled or sterling sil-
ver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N931-G $27 MSRP $68
SIlver: N931-S $23 MSRP $58

CIRCLE OUTLINE WITH PRONG SET 
CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS

Circle outline stud earrings with a single prong set cubic 
zirconia crystal. Studs measure 7mm diameter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E789-G $19 MSRP $48
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MYSTIC CRYSTAL POINT NECKLACE
A natural crystal point gemstone on sturdy nylon silk. Available with blue lapis, 
amazonite, rose quartz, amethyst, citrine and quartz crystal gemstones. Sterling 
silver clasp and extender chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged in our 
signature bottle. Style notes: The color, shape and size of the gemstones will vary 
slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

$16 MSRP $38

Amazonite: N934-AMAZON
Quartz Crystal: N934-CRYS
Rose Quartz: N934-ROSE
Citrine: N934-CIT
Blue Lapis: N934-LAP
Amethyst: N934-AME
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BOTTLE PACKAGING FRONT BOTTLE PACKAGING BACK
With gemstone name and properties listed on the back.

AMAZONITE
For when you have no chill

Amazonite is said to promote
strength, peace & joy.

ROSE QUARTZ
Empowers you to love the hell out of yourself

Rose quartz is said to attract
comfort, love & friendship.

AMETHYST
Makes you zen AF

Amethyst is said to promote
peace, protection & focus.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Repels sketchy energy

Quartz crystal is said to bring
awareness, protection & healing.
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MYSTIC GEMSTONE BEADED NECKLACE
A row of natural gemstone beads on sturdy nylon silk.  Available with blue lapis, 
amazonite, turquoise, rose quartz, amethyst, citrine and quartz crystal gem-
stones. Sterling silver clasp and extender chain.  Adjustable length 16-18 inches. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle. Style Notes: The color, shape and size of 
the gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

$16 MSRP $38

Amazonite: N933-AMAZON
Quartz Crystal: N933-CRYS
Rose Quartz: N933-ROSE
Citrine: N933-CIT
Blue Lapis: N933-LAP
Amethyst: N933-AME
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BOTTLE PACKAGING FRONT BOTTLE PACKAGING BACK
With gemstone name and properties listed on the back.

AMAZONITE
For when you have no chill

Amazonite is said to promote
strength, peace & joy.

ROSE QUARTZ
Empowers you to love the hell out of yourself

Rose quartz is said to attract
comfort, love & friendship.

AMETHYST
Makes you zen AF

Amethyst is said to promote
peace, protection & focus.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Repels sketchy energy

Quartz crystal is said to bring
awareness, protection & healing.
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PETITE CRYSTAL BEZEL NECKLACE

Single cubic zirconia crystal in a bezel setting on a vin-
tage style rope chain. Charm measures 6mm diameter. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Gold-filled 
or sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N930-G $27 MSRP $68
SIlver: N930-S $23 MSRP $58

HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS WITH 
CRYSTAL SWING CHARM

Post hoop earrings with a bezel set cubic zirconia crystal 
swing charm. Hoop measures 13mm diameter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E783-G $20 MSRP $50
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TRIANGLE BEZEL CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS

Triangle cubic zirconia stud earrings in a bezel setting. 
Studs measure 5mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E777-G $19 MSRP $48

DOUBLE BAR WITH CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS

Double bar stud earrings in a pave setting with cubic zir-
conia crystals.  Studs measure 11mm length.  Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver.  Packaged in our signa-
ture glass bottle.

Gold: E776-G $19 MSRP $48
SIlver: E776-S $19 MSRP $48
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SUNBURST CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS

Sunburst stud earrings with a cubic zirconia crystal cen-
ter. Studs measure 6mm diameter. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating). Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E779-G $19 MSRP $48

BUTTERFLY CRYSTAL MARQUIS STUD 
EARRINGS

Butterfly shaped stud earrings with marquis cubic zirconia 
crystals. Studs measure 8mm wide.  Available in 18K gold 
vermeil. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E790-G $19 MSRP $48
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HOOK CRYSTAL POST EARRINGS

Hook style earrings in a pave setting with cubic zirconia 
crystals. Hook shape hugs the ear lobe. Measures approxi-
mately 13mm in length. Available in 18K gold vermeil and 
sterling silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E784-G $21 MSRP $53
SIlver: E784-S $21 MSRP $53

SEVEN BEZEL CRYSTAL 
HOOP EARRINGS

Post hoop earring with 7 bezel set cubic 
zirconia crystals. Hoops measure 15mm 
diameter. Available in 18K gold vermeil. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E785-G $22 MSRP $55
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HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS WITH GEMSTONE BEAD
Classic post hoop earring with a gemstone bead. Hoops measure 14mm diameter. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil with red jasper, blue lapis, yellow aventurine, green 
malachite, dalmatian jasper, pink aventurine, amazonite and purple quartz gem-
stones. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$22 MSRP $55

Purple Quartz E786-G-PERI
Blue Lapis: E786-G-LAP
Damatian Jasper: E786-G-DALJ
Red Jasper: E786-G-RED
Green Malachite: E786-G-MAL
Amazonite: E786-G-AMAZON
Yellow Aventurine: E786-G-YLW
Pink Aventurine: E786-G-PNK
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LETTER EARRING CHARMS
Customize your hoops with our new letter earring charms. They have been designed to wear with our 12mm huggie hoop 
style earrings - this includes our enamel huggie hoops, crystal huggie hoops and our charm huggies. Letters measure 9mm in 
height and are sold as SINGLES. Available in 18K gold vermeil in all letters of the alphabet except for O, Q, U, W, X and Y.

$4 MSRP $9

E-HUG-LETTER-G-(LETTER)

Suggested Pack Assortments

PACK 1
60 letters $240, E-HUG-G-60
Includes:
4 of these letters (top 10): C A M E L S J K B N
2 of these letters: D F G H I P R T V Z
 
PACK 2
39 letters $156, E-HUG-G-39
Includes 3 of of these letters (top 13): D R J K C A M E L S B N T

PACK 3
16 letters $64, E-HUG-G-16
Includes 2 of these letters (top 8): C A M E L S J K

New! Earring Charms
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CLASSIC 12MM HINGED HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
Classic style hoop with a hinge closure for easy opening and closing. Hoops measure 12mm 
diameter. Available in sterling silver or 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver with 18K gold plat-
ing). Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$20 MSRP $50

E792-G

CRYSTAL HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS

Huggie style hoop earrings measure 12mm round. Available in 18K gold vermeil. Pave setting 
with crystal, sapphire, emerald and ruby cubic zirconia crystals.  Available in sterling silver and 
crystal. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$21 MSRP $53

CRYSTAL: E759-G-CRYS
EMERALD: E759-G-EME 
SAPPHIRE: E759-G-SAP
RUBY: E759-G-RUBY 

ENAMEL HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
Classic style hoop with a hinge closure for easy opening and closing. Hoops measure 12mm diameter. Available 
in sterling silver or 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating). Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

$20 MSRP $50

YELLOW: E671-G-YLW
SKY BLUE: E671-G-SKY
EMERALD: E671-G-EME
MINT: E671-G-MINT
TURQUOISE: E671-G-TRQ
WHITE: E671-G-WHT
RED: E671-G-RED
ORANGE: E671-G-ORG
GREEN: E671-G-GRN 
BLUE: E671-G-BLU
PERI: E671-G-PERI
BLACK: E671-G-BLK

LETTER CHARMS WORK WITH THE FOLLOWING HOOPS
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APRIL 15-30 DELIVERY
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FLOWER HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS

Chubby flower charm on 12mm diameter huggie hoop. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver with a hinge 
closure. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E781-G $22 MSRP $55
SIlver: E781-S $22 MSRP $55

FLOWER CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS

Flower stud earrings with a single cubic zirconia crystal in 
the center. Studs measure 7mm diameter.  Available in 18K 
gold vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E780-G $19 MSRP $48
SIlver: E780-S $19 MSRP $48

FLOWER CRYSTAL CHARM NECKLACE

Flower charm with a single cubic zirconia crystal in the center. Charm measures 10mm diameter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged 
in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N929-G $27 MSRP $68
SIlver: N929-S $23 MSRP $58
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HALF MOON CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS - SPRING COLORS

Half-moon stud earrings with a cubic zirconia crystal in a 
secure bezel setting. Studs measure 8mm wide. Available 
in 18K gold vermeil in new spring colors; blue topaz, pink 
rhodolite and purple amethyst. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Blue +Gold: E762-G-BLU $19 MSRP $48
Pink + Gold: E762-G-PNK $19 MSRP $48
Purple + Gold: E762-G-PUR $19 MSRP $48
 

MODERNIST BEZEL CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS

Modernist design cluster of bezel set cubic zirconia crys-
tals. Studs measure 11mm length. Cluster available in 18K 
gold vermeil with blue sapphire, emerald green and pink 
topaz crystals. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E778-G $19 MSRP $48

DAISY CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS

Daisy flower stud earrings in a pave setting with cubic zir-
conia crystals. The center is a yellow crystal. Studs mea-
sure 7mm diameter. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling 
silver with 18K gold plating). Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: E782-G $19 MSRP $48

EYE CRYSTAL CHARM NECKLACE

Eye charm with a single crystal. Charm measures 10mm 
daimeter. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. 
Gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 
inches. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N935-G $27 MSRP $68
Silver: N935-S $23 MSRP $58
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CHILL PILL ENAMEL NECKLACE-SPRING COLORS
These beauties are made to last a lifetime of CHILLAXING. Charm measures 0.2 x 
0.7 inches. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Fushcia: N819-G-FUCH $27 MSRP $68
White: N819-G-WHT $27 MSRP $68

TWISTED ENAMEL HOOP EARRINGS
Lightweight enamel coated twisted hoop earrings over brass. Surgical steel post. Hoops measures 15mm 
diameter with a snap bar closure. Available in white, green and peri. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$18 MSRP $45

White: E773-WHT
Green: E773-GRN
Peri: E773-PERI
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PETITE PALETTE ENAMEL POST 
HOOP EARRINGS

Lightweight enamel coated hoop earrings over 
brass. Hoops measures 15mm diameter with a surgi-
cal steel post and backing. Available in green, peri, 
turquoise, fuchsia and white. Packaged in our signa-
ture glass bottle.

$16 MSRP $38

Green: E772-G-GRN
Peri: E772-G-PERI
Turquoise: E772-G-TRQ
Fuschia: E772-G-FUCH
White: E772-G-WHT

PALETTE EAR CUFF
SPRING COLORS

NEW Spring Colors: Turquoise, Fuchsia and White
Enamel coated ear cuff over brass. Measures 13mm 
diameter with 4.5mm opening. Packaged in our
signature glass bottle.

$9 MSRP $22

Turquoise: E768-TRQ
White: E768-WHT
Fuschia: E768-FUCH
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TWISTED AND ENAMEL DOUBLE HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
2 in 1 double huggie hoop earrings. Side 1 is a twisted style hoop and side 2 is a solid enamel hoop.
Hoops measure 15mm diameter. Brass base with surgical steel post and backing.
Available in white, turquoise and fuchsia. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$18 MSRP $45

White: E775-WHT
Turquoise: E775-TRQ
Fuschia: E775-FUCH


